
 
Weekly Update about Activities and Events Surrounding the Ken Burns PBS WWII 

Documentary 
June 28, 2007 -- Available via email or on the website: www.defendthehonor.org 

Also see: the U.S. Latino & Latina WWII Oral History Project at 
http://utopia.utexas.edu/explore/latino/  

You can still interview your friends & relatives, or provide a Tribute for those who 
have passed on.  

 
Quote of the Week:  

"Rather than being part of some right-wing-like effort to censure PBS or influence the 
politics of its editorial content, the Defend the Honor Campaign, which is leading the 
charge on this issue, is simply asking that Latinos be included. Rather than asking that 
something be cut or that the perspective of the filmmaker be changed, our message is one 
of inclusion. That is part of the PBS and Corporation for Public Broadcasting charter as 
publicly created entities, and all we are asking is that they live up to their mission. As a 
historically discriminated-against group, Latinos expected more from PBS and Burns.'' 
From  Angelo Falcón, president, National Institute for Latino Policy, New York City and 
founding member,Defend the Honor Campaign, in a letter to the editor, Chicago Sun 
Times, June 26, 2007. 
 
WANT TO REPRESENT THE DEFEND THE HONOR effort? Send an email to 
info@defendthehonor.org, or call (512) 471-1924.  
UPCOMING EVENTS: JULY EVENTS: 
Wednesday, July 11 Los Angeles-- Special Screening, THE WAR, 6 PM - Reception, 
7:30 - Screening; Followed by a Q&A; Location: The Wadsworth Theatre, 11301 
Wilshire Blvd.; Los Angeles, CA, Admission is free, but RSVP mandatory. Call 
(323)953-5238 to RSVP 
 
July 9-14, CHICAGO -- Defend the Honor's will be represented at the national League 
of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC) convention in Chicago, IL., from July 9-14. 
Come by and see a slide show of some of the thousands of photographs that have been 
collected through the U.S. Latino & Latina WWII Oral History Project, get some 
trading cards with stories about the men and women of the WWII generation who have 
been interviewed, or a beautiful collector's button (limited supply). 
 
July 21-24, MIAMI -- Then, on July 21-24, look for the Defend the Honor at the 
National Council of La Raza's (NCLR) national convention in Miami, FL.  
 
SUMMARY: 
Meetings:  
National Association of Latino Elected Officials (NALEO), meeting in Orlando, FLA , 
this week will be talking about this issue. Rafael Anchia, a state rep. from Texas, who is 
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the chair of the NALEO Educational Fund Board of Directors, will be discussing the 
issue with members and distributing flyers about the issue to all the registrants.  
 
Northern California PBS meeting -- In another meeting, a group of Northern 
Californians met with Jeff Clarke, President and CEO of Northern California Public 
Broadcasting (NCPB), the public company that runs KQED and a couple of other TV 
stations in Northern California. Led by Armando Rendon, the group's  key request of 
Clarke was to refuse to run the series, "The War," until the controversy regarding its 
exclusion of Latinos is resolved. Clarke said that the documentary is in the schedule.  
Rendon reports that Clarke and his staff listened to Leo Avila, who, Rendon said, 
described the issue eloquently and poignantly - the type of speech that left listeners with a 
deep appreciation of why this issue has touched the hearts and minds of men and women 
of all ethnic groups, political stripes and generations. Rendon hopes others in their 
respective local areas will hold similar meetings with their local PBS general managers. 
 
Organize Locally: In other news, Defend the Honor is recruiting local representatives to 
distribute flyers and create a greater awareness about the contributions of Latinos & 
Latinas in WWII. Our first recruit is WILLIE PEREZ, in Corpus Christi, Texas. Mr. 
Perez is a Vietnam Marine veteran, 1969.  The Defend the Honor has send Mr. Perez 
some buttons (which he'll sell locally, with proceeds returned to the project) and some 
flyers.  Local representatives will be responsible for covering their own expenses. To sign 
up for duty, please email info@defendthehonor.org. 
 
Communications with PBS: The ad hoc alliance of Latino organization working on this 
effort is finalizing a draft of a follow-up letter to PBS President and CEO Paula 
Kerger, responding to her letter of June 14, in which she said that, because an agreement 
had been reached on May 10 between the American GI Forum and the Hispanic 
Association on Corporate Responsibility, she would not discuss the film with the other 
Latino organizations -- and she hoped that we would honor that agreement. 
Representatives of those two organizations are working with the alliance of Latino 
organizations.)   
After a preview of "The War" which included Latino representations, questions remain 
about how significant and meaningful the inclusion will be -- and discussions with 
representatives of Ken Burns about that inclusion have been unsatisfactory. The preview 
was held in Washington, DC, on June 11 was attended by several Latino leaders, 
including Raul Yzaguirre, former head of the National Council of La Raza who is a 
respected national leader, and Jess Quintero, of the Hispanic War Veterans, also a 
respected leader.  Neither Yzaguirre nor Quintero were favorably impressed. 
 
Media attention: During this period includes an article in Hispanic Link Weekly News, 
and Corpus Beat in Corpus Christi, Texas. The Corpus Beat includes a Q & A with 
Maggie Rivas-Rodriguez, member of the core group of the Defend the Honor campaign, 
and with two WWII veterans who were interviewed by the Corpus Beat staff, and whose 
recorded interviews will be included in the U.S. Latino & Latina WWII Oral History 
Project archives. Angelo Falcon, responds to a column by Carol Marin, for the 
Chicago Sun-Times. 



 
BACKGROUND: THE WAR, a 14-hour documentary on WWII, is scheduled to air in 
September on PBS. Director Ken Burns and associates took  more than six years to 
interview more than 40 individuals in four communities (Waterbury, Connecticut; 
Mobile, Alabama; Sacramento, California; and Luverne, Minnesota). The documentary 
features individuals in those communities, with two ethnic/racial groups given special 
consideration: Japanese Americans and African Americans. The film has no reference to 
the Latino contribution. The documentary also has an accompanying book and 
educational materials.   PBS officials say, in a news release: "Serving our mission to 
educate and inform, PBS's goal for THE WAR is to reach into every home and classroom 
-- so together we can better understand what we as a nation experienced in those difficult 
years and what we as a nation accomplished."  In response, letters of protest have been 
sent to PBS and Ken Burns, as well as the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, and 
major sponsors, including Anheuser-Busch and General Motors. PBS announced in April 
that Ken Burns had reconsidered his approach, which had omitted Latinos, and now 
would include them. PBS also announced it had hired Austin documentarian Hector 
Galan to help in adding the materials. Burns reiterated that commitment on April 17th, at 
a Washington, DC meeting with several Latino organizations and public officials. But 
subsequently his camp said the film would be changed, but not re-edited, raising concerns 
and doubts about how substantial the inclusion would be. Later, after the GI Forum and 
HACR met with Burns in a private meeting in New York in May, Burns, the Forum and 
HACR announced they had reached an agreement about the inclusion. The Defend the 
Honor campaign continues to have concerns about how the material will be included, and 
how significant it will be. Defend the Honor is allied with several other Latino 
organizations, national, regional and local, to address those issues. 
  
The Defend the Honor campaign is a grassroots effort representing thousands of 
individuals, members of dozens of organizations. The campaign's core organizers are 
Rivas-Rodriguez,; Gus Chavez of San Diego; Marta Garcia, of the New York Chapter 
of the National Hispanic Media Coalition; Angelo Falcon, with the National Institute for 
Latino Policy, and Ivan Roman, with the National Association of Hispanic Journalists. 
Its mission is to create a greater awareness of the contributions of the Latino WWII 
generation, specifically as it applies to the upcoming PBS documentary.  
This email is part of a weekly update on the efforts to secure representation of Latinos & 
Latinas of the WWII generation in THE WAR. Please see our website at 
defendthehonor.org. 
 
Media Attention:  
1. Hispanic Link Weekly Report, features a page 1 story by Edwin Mora, about the 
issue, describing how Defend the Honor is unconvinced about the seriousness of the 
documentary's Latino inclusion. He quotes Jess Quintero, president of the Hispanic War 
Veterans, who saw a preview of the documentary, and felt it was not a sincere effort to 
include Latinos. 
See the defendthehonor.org website for the full story on the Report’s pages 1 and 2. 
 
2. The Philadelphia Daily News ran a column by Ellen Gray, in which she has 



interviewed Ken Burns. He indicates that the push to include the Latino stories was a 
blessing in disguise. But he continues to miss the point, when he says that even one of the 
Hispanic veterans interviewed said that ethnic differences evaporated in the military:  
when the Latino veterans returned home, they were often relegated 
 to second-class status.  
Read the story at 
http://www.philly.com/dailynews/columnists/ellen_gray/20070622_Ellen_Gray___K
en_Burns_battled_making_War__but_now_hes_at_peace.html 
or See the story at the  defendthehonor.org website  
 
3. Corpus Beat, a magazine in Corpus Christi, Texas, writes a story, including a Q & A 
with Rivas-Rodriguez and two area WWII veterans, Ray Martinez and Felix 
Longoria. Writer Megan Beck asks Martinez: Did you grow up speaking English and 
Spanish?  
Ray Martinez: "I only spoke Spanish. My English was learned when I was in 
the service; I had to because I was the only Hispanic male in my unit. I did 
[translating] when they drafted the Puerto Ricans to Okinawa during the war. 
They didn't know how to speak English so they hired me to translate English 
and Spanish. I taught my kids mostly English because we're in America, we're 
not in Mexico no more. " 
See the story at the  defendthehonor.org website  
 
4. The Chicago Sun-Times ran a letter to the editor from Angelo Falcon, on June 26, 
2007, which refutes points made in a column earlier by Carol Marin.  

See the letter at the defendthehonor.org website 
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******************************************************** 
Maggie Rivas-Rodriguez, Ph.D.-- Defend the Honor Campaign, Member, Core Group 
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